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LOCALISATION EVERYWHERE! 

FRONTEND BACKEND 

 Dates, sidebar widget titles, 

navigation elements, login 

messages... 

 All admin screens, log 

output, plugin information, 

template names... 



CUSTOMIZATION AT THREE LEVELS 

 Default system language 

 User account language 

 Blog/website language 



o The default system language is set at installation and 

controls the language of all system level templates (error 

messages, registration forms etc.) 

o The user account language is set in the user profile and 

controls the language of the backend 

o The website/blog language is set at creation and controls 

the language of the installed templates + dates etc. 

o This means a user can use a French backend on 

a Japanese MT installation to post to a Dutch 

language blog... and it will just work. 
 







HOW DOES IT WORK? (1/2) 

 Folder lib/MT/L10N contains one translation file 
per language (for core functionality) 

 Addons and plugins in the addons/ and plugins/ 
folders can contain their own lib/NAME/L10N 
folders 

 The folder php/lib contains a set of l10n_XX.php 
files (where XX is the language code) containing 
the translations for the php-powered part of MT 

 The mt-static/ folder contains mt_XX.js files 
containing the translations for the javascript-
powered parts of MT 

 



HOW DOES IT WORK? (2/2) 

In the code 

In the translation file 

In the translation file 

In the template code 



A NOTE ABOUT TEMPLATES 

Translation happens when applying  the 

theme, not when publishing  or 

displaying the template! 



TRANSLATING MT TO A NEW LANGUAGE 



TWO WAYS TO DO IT... 

 Make a copy of the 

various translation files 

and rename them to 

your language code, 

then edit & translate the 

contents 

 Use the built-in script at 

build/l10n/make-l10n to 

create an empty master 

translation file for your 

language, then translate 

it and cut it up into the 

various translation files 



NAMING YOUR LANGUAGE FILE 

 Movable Type has a list of language name 
abbreviations in extlib/I18N/LangTags/List.pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need an Armenian version of MT?  Just make a 
translation file named ‘hy.pm’! 





THE MAKE-L10N SCRIPT 

 Takes a language code as argument 

 Loads any existing language file there may be in 
lib/MT/L10N 

 Scans all files and folders in the MT installation 
looking for translateable strings in code and 
templates 

 Outputs a new master translation file in the /tmp 
folder 

 Existing translations are kept, new or very similar  
strings are marked “#Translate – New” or 
“#Translate – Case” 



Code 

Templates 

Plugins 

Addons 

make-l10N 

Existing 

New 



TRANSLATION FILE ‘GOTCHAS’ 

 These files are Perl code, so be careful with commas, brackets, 
quotes... 

 Escape quotes in strings like this \’ 

 Items like [_1], [_2],... represent words or phrases that will be filled in 
later (for example error messages, file names, entry titles...) 

 Depending on the language the translation may need to have these 
in a different order 

 In some languages, the article or adjective needs to agree with the 
noun following it, but if you don’t know yet what the noun will be this 
can require some creativity with the translation... 

 Items like [quant,_1,user,users] represent a quantity, if there are 0 or 
1 of the thing in question the first word (user) will be used, if there 
are more the second (users).  This should be translated as 
[quant,_1,gebruiker, gebruikers], i.e. with the translated words inside 
the brackets. 

 



NOTES 

 Changing a string in the code (even by one 

space) means next iteration will mark that 

string as untranslated again 

 For repetitive strings it is generally better to use 

[_1] notation 

 “Foo is not installed”, “Bar is not installed”, “Bla is 

not installed”... 

 “[_1] is not installed” 



Original files 

containing 

these strings 

clearly 

marked 

 
(handy if you want 

to add translation 

files to all plugins 

and addons too) 

nl.pm 



nl.pm 

addons/NAME/lib/NAME/L10N/nl.pm 

plugins/NAME/lib/NAME/L10N/nl.pm 

php/l10N_nl.pm 



THE JAVASCRIPT TRANSLATION FILES 

 A special case: these can’t just be copy-pasted 
from the main file 

 These files are normally generated when MT is 
built to go into a zip or tar archive right before a 
new version is launched 

 To generate them: get a clean copy from github, 
put in your own translation files and run the 
makefile 

 More details here: 
http://www.movabletype.org/opensource/getting-
the-source.html 
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GOOD TO KNOW 

 Missing translations default back to English 

 There is an actual en_US.pm translation file, but it 
mostly contains (short) dummy placeholder strings 
translated into longer texts.  This was done to improve 
code readability: instead of a translate() call with a huge 
wall of text there now is just a call with the placeholder. 

 Most languages use some (or many) special characters.  
UTF-8 encoding supports them all.  So preferably run 
your MT installation on a webserver that serves UTF-8 as 
the default character set, with a database that uses 
UTF-8 as well. 

 



TWO MT4.X TO MT5.X CASE STUDIES 

Ionis Group & SF.tv 



IONIS: SERVER MIGRATION & MT4.X TO 5.X UPGRADE 

 

 

IONIS EDUCATION 

GROUP 
 

• French education group 

• 20 schools 

• 17.000 students 

• Finance, marketing, IT, 

aeronautics... 

 

 



VARIOUS SCHOOL AND CAMPUS BLOGS 



ALSO MAIN GROUP BLOG 



THEY WANTED TO UPGRADE 

 Old server not powerful enough anymore 

 Wanted better way to manage large number of 

sites 

 Preferred centralized, easy to upgrade, secure 

MT platform 



OLD SERVER WITH MT4 TO NEW SERVER WITH MT 5 

 Database export was 8 GB! 

 Most of this was old log entries 

 Clearing the log brought it down to 400 MB 

 MT 5 installed on new server first, then plugins 

migrated for testing 

 After that, replaced test database with exported 

database and ran upgrade 

 When everything was ok, DNS switched 



PLUGIN COMPATIBILITY 

 Several plugins were no longer needed 

 BlogSkeletonCloner (obsolete because themes 
feature) 

 Breadcrumbs (no longer used) 

 FCKEditor (MT 5 had good enough editor) 

 TemplateShelf (obsolete) 

 Pagination (no longer used on active blogs) 

 One plugin required a patch 

Reblog  



AFTER THE UPGRADE 

 Website level was automatically created based 

on blogs sharing the same base URL 

 Unfortunately there were some blogs with 

relative URLs in the settings 

 Some manual work was required to get all 

blogs into the right websites 

 This was about the only issue encountered 

during the upgrade 



144 BLOGS... 



...IN 21 SITES 



CLIENT WAS HAPPY... 



SF.TV: IMPORT INTO MT4.X (FROM CUSTOM), NOW MT5.X UPGRADE AND RESTYLING 

 

 

 

Schweizer Fernsehen 

 

• Swiss TV channel 

• Blogs section of their 

website 

• Various shows and 

personalities with their 

own blogs 

 



FROM CUSTOM PHP TO MT 

 The original site ran on a set of custom PHP 
scripts 

 No centralized user management, no antispam, 
hard to change, hard to add new sites 

 Migration to MT 4.X 

 Custom Perl script to scrape all blog entries 
into mt-import format 

 Second custom perl script to convert all image 
links to assets within MT 



KEEP ORIGINAL LAYOUT 

 MT Templates were perfect for this 

 Just use the existing HTML/CSS, cut out the 

content & replace with MT tags 

 One issue: numerical pagination... Counting 

down from highest to lowest (so entries keep 

the same number) 

 Solution: custom plugin “EntryNumbers” 



SPECIAL FEATURES 

 ‘Lobby’ blog: studio tour visitors could email 

pictures using smartphones during their visit 

 At the end of the tour, these pictures would 

already be published on a big screen in the lobby 

 PostOffice plugin + some modifications to make it 

work through their firewall 

 Dedicated image library: modifications to edit 

entry screen templates to allow easy selection and 

insertion of images from this system 



TYPICAL BLOG 



VARIATION THROUGH CLONING AND TWEAKING 



HEADERS & SIDEBAR ELEMENTS VIA PHP INCLUDE 

(Configured via ‘settings’ 

template module) 



AGGREGATION PAGE 

 

 

 

 

 

• Most recent post 

from each blog 

• Chronological order 

• Posts with most 

comments 

• Most recent 

comments 



UPGRADE FROM MT4.X TO 5.X (IN PROGRESS) 



PLUGINS (1/2) 

 Lobby blog was discontinued, so PostOffice no 

longer needed 

 EntryNumbers would work under MT5, but new 

blog layouts will have ‘load more posts’ button 

at the bottom, will load entries through AJAX 

call 

 



PLUGINS (2/2) 

 iPhone/iPod touch UI support plugin still works, 

but badly outdated (uploading images not 

possible).  Looking for alternatives. 

 Pixenate Photo Editor still works in MT5.x 

 Other than this, mostly standard plugins 



UPGRADING 

 Currently development environment has been 

upgraded to MT 5 without issues 

 Old blogs still publish, no broken plugins 

 Development of new layouts underway, much 

easier thanks to easy saving/deployment of 

themes in MT5 



(It is in Duch even...) 



AND THAT MAKES ME VERY HAPPY... 



QUESTIONS? 

maarten.schenk@yesitcan.be 

http://www.yesitcan.be 

 

 

http://www.movabletips.com 

 

++32 476 31 07 57 

schenkm on Skype 

mschenk on Twitter 

http://www.yesitcan.be/
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